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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

Q1. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A1. J. Edward Hess, 21 East State Street, 17th Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215. 3 

Q2. By whom are you employed and in what position? 4 

A2. I am a Technical Specialist for McNees Wallace & Nurick LLC (“McNees”) 5 

providing testimony on behalf of Industrial Energy Users-Ohio (“IEU-Ohio”).  6 

IEU-Ohio is an association of commercial and industrial customers and functions 7 

to address issues that affect the price and availability of energy they need to 8 

operate their Ohio plants and facilities. 9 

Q3. Please describe your educational background. 10 

A3. I received a Bachelors of Business Administration degree from Ohio University in 11 

1975 majoring in accounting.  I completed the majority of Capital University’s 12 

Master of Business Administration program and I have completed many 13 

regulatory training programs.  I am a certified public accountant. 14 
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Q4. Please describe your professional experience. 1 

A4. I have been employed by McNees since October 2009.  In March 2009, I retired 2 

from the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“Commission”) after 30 years of 3 

employment.  My last position with the Commission was as the Chief of the 4 

Accounting and Electricity Division of the Utilities Department.  My duties 5 

included ensuring statutory compliance with state and federal laws, rules, 6 

regulations, and procedures governing utility regulation with the majority of that 7 

responsibility in the electric industry.  I was also responsible for the operating 8 

income and rate base portions of base rates and general accounting matters in 9 

all of the utility industries. 10 

Q5. Have you previously testified before the Commission? 11 

A5. As part of my responsibilities as a Commission employee, I have provided expert 12 

testimony in numerous Commission proceedings.  I began testifying in the early 13 

1980’s.  More recently I testified in Case Nos. 09-872-EL-FAC and 14 

09-873-EL-FAC and provided written testimony in Case Nos. 11-351-EL-AIR and 15 

11-352-EL-AIR on behalf of IEU-Ohio. 16 

Q6. What documents did you review before your recommendation? 17 

A6. I reviewed the majority of the documents in Case Nos. 99-1729-EL-ETP and 18 

99-1730-EL-ETP (the electric transition plan or “ETP” proceedings) shortly after 19 

the cases were filed.  Also, with regard to the ETP, I revisited the testimonies of 20 

Dr. John Landon, Dr. Edward P. Kahn, Section F of the Application, the 21 

Stipulation filed on May 5, 2000, the Staff Report filed on March 28, 2000, 22 

sections of the ETP Opinion and Order filed on September 28, 2000, and 23 
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sections of the Entry on Rehearing filed on November 21, 2000.  I also reviewed 1 

other documents specifically noted in my testimony and the testimony of William 2 

A. Allen, Dana E. Horton, Richard E. Munczinski, Kelly D. Pearce and Frank C. 3 

Graves filed in this case. 4 

II. PURPOSE OF THE TESTIMONY 5 

Q7. What is the purpose of your testimony? 6 

A7. My testimony addresses Columbus Southern Power Company’s (“CSP”) and 7 

Ohio Power Company’s (“OP”) (collectively “AEP-Ohio”) proposal to establish a 8 

“cost-based” formula for purposes of setting the generation capacity price paid by 9 

a competitive retail electric services (“CRES”) supplier.  Based on the advice of 10 

counsel and my reasoning from that advice, it is my opinion that this AEP-Ohio 11 

proposal would, if approved, allow AEP-Ohio to receive additional generation 12 

transition revenue well beyond the time when the receipt of such revenue is 13 

precluded by Ohio law and well after the amount and type of transition revenue 14 

eligible for recovery from customers was addressed and resolved in prior 15 

Commission cases associated with AEP-Ohio’s implementation of Ohio’s electric 16 

restructuring legislation enacted by the 123rd General Assembly (Amended 17 

Substitute Senate Bill 3 or “SB 3”).  AEP-Ohio’s opportunity to collect transition 18 

revenue was determined as a part of AEP-Ohio’s ETPs filed with the 19 

Commission in December 1999 as a result of the enactment of SB 3.  I therefore 20 

conclude that AEP-Ohio’s proposal for establishing the generation service 21 

capacity price paid by a CRES supplier is unreasonable. 22 

23 
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III. TRANSITION REVENUES 1 

Q8. Were you involved in AEP-Ohio’s ETP filings? 2 

A8. Yes.  As my testimony above states, I was employed by the Commission as a 3 

staff member when the plan was filed and I supervised the review of AEP-Ohio’s 4 

transition cost request. 5 

Q9. What is your understanding of how and when SB 3 permitted collection of 6 

transition revenue? 7 

A9.  Like many states that enacted electric restructuring legislation in the late 1990’s, 8 

Ohio addressed the subject that was typically referred to as “stranded costs” for 9 

those services for which a customer could select a competitive supplier.  This 10 

subject provoked most of the debate about how to move to a customer choice 11 

structure while being fair to utilities that may have been negatively impacted if 12 

they were subjected to competition on day one of customer choice.  SB 3 13 

implemented customer choice on January 1, 2001.  SB 3 also provided an 14 

opportunity for an electric distribution utility (“EDU”) to seek transition revenue 15 

associated with the electricity generation function for a period of years but not 16 

after December 31, 2010.  The period for recovering stranded generation plant 17 

cost ended by no later than December 31, 2005.   18 

SB 3 contains the criteria that the Commission applied to determine how much, if 19 

any, of the transition revenue claim was eligible for recovery.  When the 20 

Commission approved a transition revenue claim, it also approved transition 21 

charges that the EDU could then charge shopping customers for the period 22 
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specified by the Commission.  For non-shopping customers, the transition 1 

charges were embedded in the default generation supply price and were equal to 2 

the portion of the applicable default generation supply price that was not 3 

avoidable by shopping customers. 4 

Q10. What is your understanding of the SB 3 criteria that were applied to 5 

determine how much, if any, transition revenue could be approved by the 6 

Commission and collected through transition charges?   7 

A10. It is my understanding that Section 4928.39, Revised Code, specified these 8 

criteria. These criteria were applied to determine the total amount of transition 9 

revenue that was eligible for collection through transition charges if an EDU 10 

submitted a claim for transition revenue.  SB 3 did not require transition revenue 11 

to be addressed unless the EDU submitted a claim for transition revenue. 12 

Q11. Which EDUs submitted a claim for transition revenues? 13 

A11. All of the EDUs, including CSP and OP, submitted a claim with their ETP 14 

applications.  15 

Q12. More specifically, what is your understanding of the criteria that were used 16 

to determine how much, if any, of a transmission revenue claim was 17 

eligible for collection through transition charges? 18 

A12. As indicated previously, it is my understanding that Section 4928.39, Revised 19 

Code, contains the criteria used to determine the total allowable transition 20 

revenue claim.  A transition revenue claim was eligible for collection through 21 

transition charges if the revenue claim was limited to: 22 
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(1) Costs that were prudently incurred; 1 

(2) Costs that were legitimate, net verifiable, and directly assignable or 2 

allocable to retail electric generation service provided to electric 3 

consumers in this state; 4 

(3) Costs that were unrecoverable in a competitive market; 5 

(4) Costs that the utility would otherwise have been entitled an 6 

opportunity to recover.  7 

All four of the criteria had to be satisfied for the transition revenue claim to be 8 

recoverable through transition charges approved by the Commission. 9 

Q13. Was the amount of a total transition revenue claim potentially separated 10 

into different components? 11 

A13. Yes.  The total allowable amount of any transition revenue claim was separated if 12 

a portion of that total claim involved generation-related regulatory assets.  The 13 

total transition charge resulting from any allowable transition revenue claim was 14 

also separated to show a separate regulatory asset charge.   It is my 15 

understanding that SB 3 limited the Commission’s ability to make adjustments to 16 

the regulatory asset portion of an allowed transition charge and also required the 17 

regulatory asset portion of a transition charge to end no later than December 31, 18 

2010.  As stated previously, it is also my understanding that under SB 3, the non-19 

regulatory asset portion of any transition charge which was associated with 20 

above-market generating plants had to end by no later than December 31, 2005 21 

or the end of the market development period (“MDP”), whichever occurred first.  22 

Based on advice of counsel, I also understand that Section 4928.141, Revised 23 
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Code, which was added after SB 3, excluded any previously authorized 1 

allowances for transition costs with the exclusion becoming effective on and after 2 

the date the allowance was scheduled to end under the prior rate plan.   3 

Q14. Generally, how was the amount of transition revenue associated with 4 

above-market generating plants measured? 5 

A14. If an EDU wanted to make a claim for transition revenue, it had to include the 6 

claim in its proposed ETP.  A proposed ETP had to be filed 90 days after the 7 

effective date of SB 3.  The statutory criteria discussed above were then used to 8 

determine how much of the transition revenue claim was eligible for collection 9 

through transition charges.  For the generation plant-related portion of the 10 

transition revenue claim, the net book value of generating assets at 11 

December 31, 2000 was used as the baseline to determine how much, if any, of 12 

the net, verifiable, prudently incurred book value was not recoverable in the 13 

market and in this context the market included the entire market, including the 14 

wholesale and retail segments.   15 

 Various methods were used by EDUs to forecast how much transition cost they 16 

would experience as a result of customers being able to select their generation 17 

service supplier.  The most popular approach was a revenue-based approach.  18 

Generally, the revenue-based approach projected revenue streams for the 19 

various generating plants and computed a present value of the future estimated 20 

revenue streams.  The present value of the estimated future revenue streams 21 

was then compared to the net book value of the generating plants at 22 

December 31, 2000.  Generation plant-related transition costs were deemed to 23 
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be positive (and potentially eligible for recovery through transition charges) if the 1 

present value of the projected revenue streams was, in the aggregate, less than 2 

the net book value of the generating plants at December 31, 2000.  Again, the 3 

generation plant-related transition revenue had to be recovered during the period 4 

beginning January 1, 2001 through either the end of the MDP or December 31, 5 

2005, whichever occurred first. 6 

IV. AEP-OHIO’S ETP 7 

Q15. Please describe the generation plant-related transition revenue claim made 8 

by CSP and OP in their proposed ETPs. 9 

A15. CSP and OP filed their proposed ETPs on December 30, 1999.  As a part of 10 

these proposed ETPs, OP and CSP submitted a claim for transition revenue 11 

which included both above-market generation plant costs and a regulatory asset 12 

component.  CSP and OP relied upon Dr. John Landon to estimate the extent to 13 

which they had a basis for claiming generation plant-related transition revenue.  14 

Dr. Landon used a revenue-based approach described earlier in my testimony.  15 

Dr. Landon projected market-based generation revenue, expenses and capital 16 

expenditures for the period 2001 through 2030 using multiple scenarios reflecting 17 

different assumptions about natural gas prices and environmental regulations.  18 

He discounted these projections to December 31, 2000 to develop his net 19 

present value revenue stream and then compared this net present value to net 20 

generation plant and associated asset book values as of the same date, 21 

December 31, 2000.  From this comparison, he rendered an opinion on the 22 

amount of generation plant-related transition revenue that the Commission 23 
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should approve for CSP and OP (the present value revenue delta or difference 1 

between a cost-based ratemaking revenue stream and a competitive market 2 

revenue stream).  The results of CSP and OP’s witness Landon’s analysis are 3 

summarized on his Exhibit JHL-2 filed as a part of his direct testimony which was 4 

filed on December 30, 1999 in the AEP-Ohio ETP proceedings.1  His Exhibit 5 

JHL-2 is attached to my testimony as Exhibit JEH-1. 6 

Q16. Did Dr. Landon’s methodology for determining generation plant-related 7 

transition revenue cover the generating plants and the time period that are 8 

included in AEP-Ohio’s proposed “cost-based” formula for setting the 9 

capacity price paid by a CRES supplier? 10 

A16. Yes.  His methodology included all of the components of cost-based ratemaking 11 

including a rate base, return on rate base, operation and maintenance expenses, 12 

depreciation expense, taxes other than income taxes, and income taxes 13 

associated with the total generation service (both wholesale and retail market 14 

segments).  His analysis covered the period from 2001 through 2030. 15 

Q17. What were the results of his analysis? 16 

A17. Dr. Landon’s testimony concluded that AEP-Ohio would be unable to recover a 17 

significant amount of generating plant-related cost in the competitive market. 18 

Q18. Did the Commission’s Staff perform an analysis to evaluate AEP-Ohio’s 19 

transition revenue claim? 20 

                                            
1 In the Matter of the Application of Columbus Southern Power Company for Approval of an Electric 
Transition Plan and Application for Receipt of Transition Revenues, Case Nos. 99-1729-EL-ETP, et al., 
Direct Testimony of Dr. John Landon, Ex. JHL-2 at 1-4 (December 30, 1999) (hereinafter “AEP-Ohio ETP 
Cases”). 
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A18. Yes.  As indicated in the Staff Report that was filed in the AEP-Ohio ETP 1 

proceedings, the Staff retained Resource Data International to assist with the 2 

evaluation of AEP-Ohio’s generation plant-related transition revenue claim. 3 

Q19. Did the Staff agree with the results of AEP-Ohio’s and Dr. Landon’s 4 

conclusions about the potential form of generation plant-related transition 5 

revenue? 6 

A19. According to the Staff Report, the Staff took exception to AEP-Ohio’s calculations 7 

and claims of above-market generation costs contained in the ETPs.  Other 8 

parties to the ETP cases contested AEP-Ohio’s claim as well. 9 

Q20. How was the dispute over AEP-Ohio’s generation plant-related transition 10 

revenue claim ultimately resolved? 11 

A20. As part of a settlement package that was approved by the Commission, CSP and 12 

OP agreed to drop their generation plant-related transition revenue claim.2   The 13 

same Commission-approved settlement provided CSP and OP with the 14 

opportunity to collect a significant amount of transition charges for regulatory 15 

assets with the regulatory asset transition charges ending on December 31, 2007 16 

for OP and December 31, 2008 for CSP.  As part of this Commission-approved 17 

settlement, AEP-Ohio also committed to not “… impose any lost revenue charges 18 

                                            
2 AEP-Ohio ETP Cases, Entry on Rehearing at 4 (November 21, 2000).  “The primary stipulation also 
addresses the netting of GTCs since AEP agreed to withdraw its claim for recovery of any GTCs set forth 
in its transition plans.  To the extent that there may be stranded generation plant benefits, the signatory 
parties to the primary stipulation have agreed that AEP’s withdrawal of the GTCs reasonably offsets any 
possible stranded benefits.  The Commission finds this compromise to be a reasonable resolution of the 
netting issue raised by the language in Section 4928.39(B), Revised Code.”  Id.  
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(generation transition charges (GTC)) on any switching customer,” an outcome 1 

that was designed to encourage shopping.3 2 

Q21. Earlier, you indicated that your testimony focused on the “cost-based” 3 

formula that AEP-Ohio has proposed be used in this proceeding to set the 4 

capacity price that is paid by a CRES supplier serving retail customers in 5 

AEP-Ohio’s service area.  How does the transition revenue claim 6 

opportunity presented by SB 3 relate to the “cost-based” formula that 7 

AEP-Ohio is now proposing be approved in this proceeding to set the 8 

capacity price that is paid by a CRES supplier serving retail customers in 9 

AEP-Ohio’s service area? 10 

A21 While the form of AEP-Ohio’s “cost-based” formula proposed in this proceeding 11 

may be different than the transition revenue claim previously advanced by 12 

AEP-Ohio in the ETP proceedings, the “cost-based” formula proposal in this 13 

proceeding is, in substance, another claim for generation plant-related transition 14 

revenue.  The proposal which AEP-Ohio has put forward in this proceeding is 15 

designed to provide AEP-Ohio with revenue it says it will lose if customers shop 16 

and CRES suppliers pay a market-based capacity price.  It is a proposal to 17 

recover lost revenue based on a cost to market comparison. 18 

 AEP-Ohio has characterized its proposals to set capacity rates above market as 19 

a transition mechanism.  On February 27, 2012, OP filed a motion seeking 20 

authorization to implement the two-tiered generation service capacity charges 21 

until the Commission resolves this case.  In response to the Commission’s Entry 22 
                                            
3 AEP-Ohio ETP Cases, Stipulation and Recommendation at 3 (May 8, 2000). 
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on Rehearing rejecting the Stipulation on February 23, 2012, AEP-Ohio 1 

explained that it believed it had the ability to establish cost-based rates, but 2 

complained that it was being forced to move to Reliability Priced Model (“RPM”)-3 

priced capacity “without a reasonable transition mechanism” for “a transition 4 

period.”4  In a press release on the same day, the Chief Executive Officer of 5 

American Electric Power Service Corporation (“AEP”) stated, “The settlement 6 

agreement allowed AEP-Ohio a reasonable transition to market over a period of 7 

time.”5  8 

AEP-Ohio previously relied upon PJM Interconnect LLC’s (“PJM”) RPM to 9 

establish the market-based price for generation service capacity and which was 10 

approved by the Commission.  In this proceeding, AEP-Ohio is proposing to 11 

change to a capacity pricing methodology that, if approved, would provide 12 

AEP-Ohio with revenue for generation capacity service that is significantly in 13 

excess of the revenue that AEP-Ohio would be able to collect if a PJM-14 

determined market-based price were used to determine the revenue AEP-Ohio 15 

collects for generation capacity service provided to a CRES supplier.   16 

Regardless of whether you agree with the results of AEP-Ohio’s “cost-based” 17 

formula, AEP-Ohio is essentially asserting that the Commission must permit 18 

AEP-Ohio to collect a significantly above-market revenue stream for generation 19 

capacity service because the market-based price revenue stream it would 20 

                                            
4 Ohio Power Company’s Motion for Relief and Request for Expedited Ruling at 5 (February 27, 2012). 
5 AEP-Ohio Press Release (February 27, 2012) (viewed at 
https://www.aepohio.com/info/news/viewRelease.aspx?releaseID=1203).  A copy of the press release is 
attached as Exhibit JEH-2. 
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otherwise collect is not high enough.  AEP-Ohio labels its “cost-based” capacity 1 

pricing proposal as it chooses but, in substance, the proposal is a transition 2 

revenue claim for generation plant-related transition costs.  And, this new 3 

transition revenue claim comes well after the time period specified by SB 3 for 4 

bringing a transition revenue claim. 5 

Q22. Has AEP-Ohio acknowledged that it was given an opportunity to recover 6 

above-market generation investments during the transition period created 7 

by SB 3, that the period for doing so is over and that it gave up whatever 8 

opportunity it had to seek transition revenue? 9 

A22. Yes.  AEP-Ohio recently (March 30, 2012) filed an application with the 10 

Commission to secure approval of changes to its corporation separation plan in 11 

Commission Case No. 12-1126-EL-UNC.  As part of that application, AEP-Ohio 12 

is proposing to transfer generating assets and the application seeks a waiver 13 

from the Commission’s rule [Rule 4901:1-37-09(C)(4), Ohio Administrative Code] 14 

that AEP-Ohio says would otherwise require the submission of an analysis of the 15 

market value of the plants to be transferred.  At page 7 of the corporate 16 

separation application, AEP-Ohio states: 17 

 The request to waive Admin. Code Rule 4901:1-37-09(C)(4) is 18 
reasonable because OPCo seeks to transfer its generating assets 19 
to an affiliate within the same parent corporation, in compliance 20 
with the mandate of R.C. 4928.17.  Under SB 3, all of these 21 
generation assets were subjected to market and EDUs therefore 22 
were given a temporary opportunity to recover stranded generation 23 
investments during a transition period.  That transition period is 24 
over.  EDUs can no longer recover stranded generation 25 
investments, and transferring the generation assets based on an 26 
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arbitrary determination of their current fair market value rather than 1 
net book value would be inappropriate.6 2 

 In addition to the period for obtaining transition revenue or “stranded costs” being 3 

over, AEP-Ohio agreed, as I identify in my testimony, to give up that opportunity 4 

as part of the Commission-approved ETP settlement discussed in my testimony.  5 

That ETP settlement was contested by one party because the party believed that 6 

AEP-Ohio had negative transition costs or “stranded benefits” and argued that 7 

the “stranded benefits” (generation plant net book values below market) should 8 

have been netted against the regulatory asset transition costs authorized for 9 

AEP-Ohio to increase the shopping credits that were used to encourage 10 

shopping.   11 

 On November 6, 2000, AEP-Ohio filed a memorandum contra to the party’s 12 

application for rehearing on the settlement’s treatment of transition revenue.  13 

Beginning at page 6 of that memorandum, AEP-Ohio stated: 14 

 Under the Stipulation, neither Company will impose any generation 15 
transition charge on any switching customer.  Stipulation, Section 16 
IV.  The Companies original transition plan filings included GTCs 17 
calculated on the basis of a lost revenues approach.  The 18 
Commission in its Opinion and Order estimated that the claims that 19 
the Companies had foregone as a result of their agreement not to 20 
impose GTCs amounted to several hundred million dollars.  21 
Nonetheless, Shell argues on rehearing that the Commission erred 22 
in adopting the Stipulation’s resolution of the Companies’ GTCs. 23 

 This argument illustrates perfectly the bankrupt nature of Shell’s 24 
advocacy.  Shell is relegated to arguing that the Stipulation is 25 
unreasonable because it contains a provision that eliminates all 26 

                                            
6 In the Matter of the Application of Ohio Power Company for Approval of Full Legal Corporate Separation 
and Amendment to Its Corporate Separation Plan, Case No. 12-1126-EL-UNC, Application at 7 
(March 30, 2012). 
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generation transition charges for both Companies. (emphasis 1 
removed)7 2 

 In the Commission’s November 21, 2000 Entry on Rehearing addressing and 3 

rejecting this party’s protest of the Commission-approved settlement, the 4 

Commission said: 5 

 The primary stipulation also addresses the netting of GTCs since 6 
AEP agreed to withdraw its claim for recovery of any GTCs set forth 7 
in its transition plans.  To the extent that there may be stranded 8 
generation plant benefits, the signatory parties to the primary 9 
stipulation have agreed that AEP’s withdrawal of GTCs reasonably 10 
offsets any possible stranded benefits.  The Commission finds this 11 
compromise to be a reasonable resolution of the netting issue 12 
raised by the language in Section 4928.39(B), Revised Code.8 13 

 14 

Q23. If approved, would the proposed “cost-based” formula for setting the 15 

generation service capacity price for CRES suppliers’ rates allow AEP-Ohio 16 

to recover above-market generation costs? 17 

A23. Yes.  As discussed above, the market-based prices for capacity are based upon 18 

PJM’s RPM.  RPM relies on an auction process to secure adequate capacity 19 

resources to meet projected demand for all load serving entities (“LSEs”) that do 20 

not elect the fixed resource requirement (“FRR”) option under RPM.  According 21 

to IEU-Ohio witness Kevin Murray, the clearing prices in the most recent base 22 

residual auctions for the balance of RTO zone were $110.00 per megawatt-day 23 

(“MW-day”) for the 2011-2012 delivery year, $16.46 per MW-day for the 2012-24 

2013 delivery year, $27.73 per MW-day for the 2013-2014 delivery year and 25 

                                            
7 AEP-Ohio ETP Cases, Columbus Southern Power Company’s and Ohio Power Company’s 
Memorandum Contra Shell Energy Services Company, L.L.C.’s Application for Rehearing at 6-7 
(November 6, 2000). 
8 AEP-Ohio ETP Cases, Entry on Rehearing at 4 (November 21, 2000). 
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$125.94 per MW-day for the 2014-2015 delivery year.9  AEP-Ohio’s proposed 1 

formula rate would set the charge for capacity provided to CRES suppliers at 2 

$327.59 per MW-day for CSP and $379.23 per MW-day for OP.10  These 3 

charges are significantly above prevailing market prices as determined by the 4 

PJM RPM process. 5 

Q24. Are capacity prices paid by CRES suppliers reflected in prices paid by 6 

retail customers obtaining generation supply from a CRES supplier?  7 

A24. To analyze this from a regulatory perspective, it is reasonable, if not mandatory, 8 

to assume that they are included.  Common sense dictates that CRES suppliers 9 

will pass through known changes in the prices of the products and services they 10 

sell to retail customers unless there is competitive pressure blocking such pass-11 

through.  Since there would not be any competitive pressure under AEP-Ohio’s 12 

FRR structure which, as I understand the FRR structure, makes CRES suppliers 13 

captive to AEP-Ohio, it is unreasonable to assume that CRES suppliers will 14 

choose to forego passing through the significantly above-market capacity prices 15 

to retail consumers.  Additionally, when administratively estimating market prices 16 

for purposes of conducting the MRO v. ESP test, AEP-Ohio witnesses J. Craig 17 

Baker and Laura Thomas have both included capacity prices as a necessary 18 

component of a competitive retail market price.11 19 

                                            
9 PJM conducts incremental auctions subsequent to the base residual auction for each delivery that 
typically result in a small adjustment to the final capacity price for a delivery year.  
10 Direct Testimony of Kelly D. Pearce, Ex. KDP-3 at 1, KDP-4 at 1 (March 23, 2012). 
11 In the Matter of the Application of Columbus Southern Power Company for Approval of an Electric 
Security Plan; an Amendment to its Corporate Separation Plan; and the Sale or Transfer of Certain 
Generating Assets, Case Nos. 08-917-EL-SSO, et al., Direct Testimony of J. Craig Baker at 13 
(July 31, 2008) (hereinafter, “AEP-Ohio ESP Cases”); In the Matter of the Application of Columbus 
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Q25. Assuming the Commission granted AEP-Ohio another chance to collect 1 

transition revenue, do you agree with AEP-Ohio’s methodology for 2 

establishing a cost-based capacity price? 3 

A25. No.  Irrespective of whether AEP-Ohio should be authorized to collect additional 4 

transition revenue, AEP-Ohio’s methodology to establish a cost-based price 5 

should be rejected because it is unreasonable.  OP’s proposed cost-based 6 

formula in this proceeding violates established legal and regulatory principles and 7 

policies associated with traditional cost-based ratemaking under Chapter 4909, 8 

Revised Code.  A non-exhaustive list of some of the problems with AEP-Ohio’s 9 

cost-based methodology includes:   10 

(1) The improper inclusion of construction work in progress (“CWIP”), 11 

which has not been demonstrated to be 75% complete;  12 

(2) Omission of the mirroring component of a CWIP allowance where 13 

mirroring is supposed to provide customers with a benefit in 14 

exchange for giving the utility accelerated cash flow;  15 

(3) Prepayments are improperly added to rate base;  16 

(4) The working capital component of rate base is not supported by a 17 

lead lag study;  18 

(5) The federal income tax (“FIT”) expense calculation assumes full 19 

normalization of reconciling items; 20 

(6) The improper inclusion of property held for future use;  21 

                                                                                                                                             
Southern Power Company and Ohio Power Company for Authority to Establish a Standard Service Offer 
Pursuant to Section 4928.143, Revised Code, in the Form of an Electric Security Plan, Case Nos. 
11-346-EL-SSO, et al., Direct Testimony of Laura J. Thomas, Ex. LJT-1 (January 27, 2011). 
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(7) Selective application of a cost-based methodology to one 1 

unbundled service element without looking at whether total revenue 2 

is providing adequate compensation; and, 3 

(8) A return on equity that is overstated because it ignores the 4 

business and financial risk that AEP-Ohio would effectively transfer 5 

to CRES suppliers and customers of CRES suppliers through a 6 

periodically adjusted formula rate that protects AEP-Ohio against 7 

revenue lost because AEP-Ohio’s prices exceed market prices.    8 

V. CONCLUSIONS 9 

Q26. Should the Commission authorize recovery of above-market generation 10 

plant-related costs through the “cost-based” formula that AEP-Ohio is now 11 

proposing be approved to set the generation service capacity price that is 12 

paid by a CRES supplier serving retail customers in AEP-Ohio’s service 13 

area? 14 

A26. No.  AEP-Ohio’s proposal for setting capacity prices for CRES suppliers is 15 

strategically asymmetrical, unbalanced, unjust and unreasonable.  These costs 16 

were analyzed and accounted for as a part of the transition from cost-based 17 

regulation to market-based regulation in AEP-Ohio’s ETP as required by SB 3.  18 

The amount of above-market generation plant costs recoverable by AEP-Ohio 19 

was resolved in the ETP cases by AEP-Ohio agreeing to drop its right to seek 20 

any transition revenue for above-market generation plant costs.  The time for 21 

bringing a transition revenue claim to the Commission has passed.  And, 22 

AEP-Ohio also committed, in the ETP settlement, to not impose “… any lost 23 
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revenue charges (generation related transition charges (GTC)) on any switching 1 

customer.”12  AEP-Ohio passed on the opportunity for a transition to “customer 2 

choice” unencumbered by the legacy of cost-based ratemaking as applied to 3 

generation plant and it did so as part of the settlement package approved by the 4 

Commission.    5 

I also believe it would be unreasonable, regardless of what the law may say, to 6 

permit AEP-Ohio to selectively and strategically revise the methods used to 7 

establish generation service capacity prices based on AEP-Ohio’s desire to use 8 

the method that produces the best revenue and earnings outcome for AEP-Ohio 9 

in a context where the method that AEP-Ohio and the Commission previously 10 

favored is now beneficial to consumers. 11 

Accordingly, I recommend that AEP-Ohio’s application in this proceeding be 12 

rejected. 13 

Q27. Do you have any additional recommendations? 14 

A27. I recommend that the actual amount of above-market capacity charge revenue 15 

that AEP-Ohio has collected as a result of the December 14, 2011 Opinion and 16 

Order in Case Nos. 11-346-EL-SSO, et al. and the March 7, 2012 decision in this 17 

proceeding be applied as an offset to regulatory asset balances that are eligible 18 

for recovery from retail consumers.  The amount of the offset should include 19 

interest at the rate of interest or the carrying charge rate that AEP-Ohio is using 20 

to accumulate the regulatory asset balances.  Unless this offset is made, 21 

                                            
12 AEP-Ohio ETP Cases, Stipulation and Recommendation at 3 (May 8, 2000). 
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consumers are unlikely to receive timely credit for the excessive rates that 1 

AEP-Ohio has been allowed to collect for service provided in Ohio. 2 

Q28. Does this conclude your testimony? 3 

A28. Yes. 4 
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